Experience You Can Count on
Staffing You Can Trust !

It's all about Growth! Its all about Success!
The Healthcare Industry is highly successful!
Healthcare – Improving Health!
Life is a journey with lot of hardships, and oiling the
machine called life is what the “Healthcare Industry” does.
Beaming with blissful pride the Healthcare sector is
standing tall as always. Helping life move smoothly and
rectifying the errors occurring in the body, Health care in
American English is the treatment and management of
illness, and the preservation of health through services
offered by the medical, dental, clinical sciences etc. Health
care embraces all the goods and services designed to
promote health, including “preventive, curative and
palliative interventions, whether directed to individuals or
to populations.
Healthcare - Booming Sectors!
Health concerns are here to stay; it is a part and parcel of life.
There is growing requirement of dedicated professionals in
this area. Medical staff recruiting is quite an upcoming sector. 7 out of the 20 fastest growing occupations are
health care related. There is an assumption that there would be an addition of 3 million new wage and salary
jobs between 2006 and 2016, more than any other industry.
Segments in the HealthCare Industry
The HealthCare Industry consists of the following Nine Segments:
1.
Hospitals
6.
Offices of other health practitioners.
2.
Nursing and residential care facilities.
7.
Outpatient care centers.
3.
Offices of physicians.
8.
Other ambulatory health care services.
4.
Offices of dentists.
9.
Medical and diagnostic laboratories.
5.
Home health care services.
Occupations in the Industry
The Health Care Industry is huge and massive, employing a large number of workers in professional and
service occupations. Professional occupations,
such as physicians and surgeons, dentists,
registered nurses, social workers, and physical
therapists, usually require at least a bachelor's
degree in a specialized field or higher
education in a specific health field, although
registered nurses also enter through associate
degree or diploma programs.

Not too Far, Not so Near, Tag44 is always there for you.
With World Class Staffing Solutions!
Where are we?
Tag44 has its Corporate Office in Miami – Florida. Tag44 adds a touch of
professionalism, pride and integrity in the recruitment process. The Employers
recruitment need is addressed with personalized attention, and then the entire
process of “head hunting” the best available talent in the market follows.
We are just around you, dedicated for you, always ready to serve you.
Why Tag44?
The question flashing at the back of your mind is when there
are multiple staffing firms providing healthcare staffing,
why should I consider Tag44? Experience is the best
teacher, and mastering the skills leads to expertise,
over the years we have pocketed both experience
and expertise hence delivering excellent
services. We strive hard, real hard to earn
your satisfaction, enabling you to unload
your staffing needs on our shoulders
and having a good night sleep. Tag44
guarantees adherence to our high
standards of practice in every
transaction we conduct. We
promise to strive hard to
provide enhanced
services each
day.

What you can expect from us?
?
Quality and Experience
?
World Class Professionals
?
Professional Services
?
Innovative Staffing Services
?
Ready to Help – 24/7/365
?
Personalized Services

How we Work?
?
We do in-dept analysis.
?
Find out company culture.
?
Acquire and review the position
requirements.
?
Establish position profile and
hiring process.
?
We assign a team to the client, who
reviews the client's needs.
?
A search plan is made and search
process is derived.
?
The recruiting team develops a list
of potential candidates.

Tag44 HealthCare Staffing – It's all about Health!
It's all about Healthy Business Relationships!
Welcome to TAG44 Healthcare Staffing
Tag44 is a recruiting specialist, providing staffing services
across USA. Tag44 is a “One Source Staffing Solution” that
permanently fixes your staffing requirements, putting a fullstop to the vacant space in your organization. We are dedicated
to fulfilling a wide range of staffing needs, with our primary
focus on permanent placements. Our core expertise resides in
our capacity for placement of experienced Nurses across
multitude permanent employment opportunities.
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Tag44 and the Healthcare Sector!
There is no compromise with Life, when an
ambulance runs speedily throwing its siren,
people move aside allowing it to rush to save
life. Tag44 understands the importance of the
healthcare industry and the massive
contribution it is making towards mankind.
Tag44 was established in the year 2004 and
since then there is no turning back. Tag44 is
beyond finding a job, it is about building a
career, Tag44 is not merely placing
candidates but it is giving you the candidate
who will be an asset for you.
Over the years we have gained expertise at
recruiting the finest healthcare talent
nationwide and providing them the career
“Opportunity for a Lifetime”. Tag44 is one
of the leading providers of healthcare
professionals in the USA, offering long-term
staffing with a reliable supply of highlyqualified nurses, physical therapists,
respiratory therapists anxious to work for
your organization as permanent employees.
Our emphasis is to satisfy every client by
providing quality and dedicated service.

Our Professionals
Tag44's healthcare professionals are the central component to a healthy healthcare system. We deliver
healthcare services wherein professionals are matched with organizations where they can deliver the highest
quality patient care services for the identification, treatment and prevention of healthcare issues. We care for our
clients and our candidates, we give our clients the best performing candidates whereas our candidates are
placed in the most dynamic environments to ensure that their skill set is used to the optimum level, working to
make the sick and the injured healthy again.
Our Mission Statement
1. Executing the recruitment interests of our clients in a formal and professional manner.
2. To provide outstanding professional medical personnel to Healthcare Facilities
who will ensure quality patient care.
3. Delivering world class standards of quality and customer care.
4. Always ready to “Listen”, “Help” and “Deliver”.
5. Working to become your staffing partner of choice by being available 24 hours a
day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year to our customers and employees. At any point
of time you need us, we are there.

Ask and thou shall Receive! Seek and thou shall
Find, the Best Talent from the Best Staffing Firm!
Tag44 – Demand and Supply
Tag44 is following the simple rule of “Demand and Supply”. There is a
huge demand of skilled healthcare professionals and Tag44 is into
supplying the best manpower to the best industries. Our client's
requirement is a priority statement for us, our challenge is to quickly
and effectively coordinate the recruitment, legal processing and
placement of qualified and highly trained healthcare personnel and
match their expertise and skills with the needs of our health care
clients. Tag44 provides innovative staffing services that are shaping
a new age of patient care. Our expertise in the staffing arena and our
world class professionals are helping healthcare organizations
imagine new ways to predict, diagnose, inform and treat disease, so their
patients can live their lives to the fullest.
Tag44 – It's all about Commitment
Staffing is all about commitment and commitment is what we
execute.Our commitment to our employees and clients is the
cornerstone of the rapidly growing relationships we embrace
nationwide. Providing complete medical solutions to the
healthcare facilities, therapists and nurses that we serve, we
ensure the highest quality in healthcare with staff that embodies
professionalism, dedication, versatility and dependability. Tag44
is always ready to meet your staffing requirements. We value the
trust you have placed in us, and we will strive hard to keep your
trust. With changing scenarios, constant change in the Healthcare
Industry, we too are growing and changing to meet the demands of
time.
Tag44 – Delivering Quality Services
“It's not about the number of placements we make; it's all about the increased number of heads depending on us
for their staffing needs”. We are quality conscious, and we won't compromise in
delivering quality services come what may. Finding qualified healthcare
personnel in today's job market is the major challenge facing all
healthcare facilities, Tag44 assists you in minimizing this challenge by
seeking out and matching up skilled healthcare personnel for our
clients. Developing Business Relationship takes a long time and we
believe in maintaining this relationship forever. Over the years,
Tag44 has built a reputation as a premier staffing firm on a
nationwide basis across a spectrum of
allied medical fields. We value our
professional relationship with our
candidates and clients and we would like to
work on a mutual parameter driving the growth
process on a higher scale.

Tag44's Staffing Solutions!
A Complete Package of -------Professionalism! Innovation! And Dedication!

Give us a buzz and we will be
obliged to assist you with your staffing needs!

You could connect with us at the following:
1691 NW 107th AVE Miami, FL 33172, USA
Tel : (305) – 597 - 5050 • Fax : (305) - 470 - 2663
Email : resume@tag44.com • job@tag44.com • inquiry@tag44.com
Website: www.tag44.com • Toll Free: 1 800 735 8800

